
Lacemakers Guild of Oklahoma 
Bartlesville, OK

Lace Embrace 2021 

Welcome to a special Lace Embrace
Wrap Up newsletter

Only a few short months ago our life was full of baskets!  It was 
wonderful to once again get together and celebrate lace!  We hope
you enjoyed coming to Lace Embrace 2021 as much as we 
enjoyed hosting it!

Baskets was a wonderful theme to explore as lacemakers!  Who 
knew baskets came in so many sizes, shapes, textures and 
variations?  Lacemakers are marvelously creative people!!  Take a
few minutes and enjoy a look back at Lace Embrace 2021.

 Coming this summer:
Info about

Lace Embrace 2022

Musical Threads
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Notes on Lace Embrace 2021 from Dorothy Ratliff
Oh, what joy to share person to person our love of all things lace. It was a very busy Saturday for 
members of the Lacemakers Guild of Oklahoma as we again hosted Lace Embrace. Some of us spent the 
day on our feet and only touched our bottom to a chair when we sat down for lunch.
A beautiful lace display and two contests to enter. It is awesome to see what can be accomplished by lace 
makers who tat, knit, needle lace, crochet and bobbin lace. Looking at some of the contest and displayed 
pieces I can honestly say “I could never do that.”Tables and tables of supplies, books and thread. Yes, I 
definitely want that book. This color thread will be perfect for my next project. No questions or guessing 
as you would do when purchasing online. You could see it, handle it or just ooh and aah over it. A big 
thank you to our in person vendors: Noble County Yarns (Lizbeth thread), Fiber Expressions (hand spun 
yarns and patterns), Dogwood Lacers (pincushions), Lacemakers Guild of Oklahoma (surplus lace 
supplies), and Provo Enterprise (lots of books, books, books, thread, bobbins and tools). A huge thank you
goes to the Welch family for a job well done as they received boxes and boxes from Provo Enterprise, 
sorted them, handled the sales tables and then returned the unsold merchandise. This large Shop-in-a-box 
vendor could not have happened without them.
What is Lace Embrace without educational programs? We had two. Thank you to Charissa Dunn for the 
power point presentation on baskets (our theme) which was projected all day. Thank you to Joan Thomas 
for a wonderful presentation “Tatting Through the Ages”. Joan also did a class for tatters on “Split Rings 
& Split Chains” when Patricia Cobb’s health kept her from attending to teach this year. Dorothy Ratliff 
demonstrated Deborah Beever’s “Make Your Own Cord” a lace making technique for making gimp 
thread/cord.
Fun and games and laughter for participants and observers when the Tatting Olympics event was held. 
There were three categories to challenge your tatting skills. We may do them again. You know what they 
were if you participated but if you missed them, you may have the challenge at another time.

Plans are already underway for Lace Embrace 2022 “Musical Threads”. Please put October
1 on your calendar and come join us in 2022.

Lace Embrace Evaluation Prize Drawing
We want to make Lace Embrace as fun and worthwhile as possible and we 
need your feedback.  As an incentive to turn in your evaluations, we have a 
drawing for a “Prize Basket” for those who turn in evaluations.  The basket is 
filled with items that would be of interest to any lacemaker – as well as a few 
tools for specific lace techniques (like shuttles, or special pincushions).  There
are usually a few decorator items and items related to the years theme.  
Thanks to everyone who turned in an evaluation!

Congratulations Lyn Morgan Evaluation Basket Winner!



Program/Class Highlights
This year we had 2 outstanding programs!  Charissa Dunn could not be
at Lace Embrace but she created a PowerPoint presentation on Baskets
that ran all day.   Baskets are truly amazing!  The pictures were gorgeous
and the info was very enlightening!  Joan Thomas collected decades of
old Workbasket magazines and created a fascinating program entitles
“Tatting Through the Ages” using patterns from the old Workbasket
magazines.  It was fascinating how tatting changed through the ages –
and equally fascinating how much they stayed the same!!

Once again we tried to have Patricia Cobb’s class on “Split Everything” and once again health concerns 
kept Patricia away from Lace Embrace.  Joan Thomas stepped up and thanks to her research on the 
internet put together a wonderful Split Everything class.  Joan commented that now she knows why 
Patricia labeled her class “Split Everything”.  There are many different ways of doing the various“split” 
techniques!  Joan had videos of some of the possible techniques and a handout of references to the videos 
that she used, as well as other techniques.  Paula and Sue had an impromptu beginning tatting class.

Last year Debby Beever demonstrated the “make your own gimp” bobbin lace technique that she created. 
It was so popular that it was very difficult for everyone to see what she was doing.  Dorothy Ratliff re-did 
the demo using a document camera to increase visibility.  We all agreed it is easier to just buy gimp cord 
than to make it!  But, if we need a special color or type of cord, we can use Debby’s technique.

The Make and Take project had to be a basket!  It was a very simple woven basket using a cardboard 
frame for the warp and a simple over/under weaving pattern.  The baskets all turned out so cute and it was
such a simple process!

Tatting Olympics
Simon Says…..  Who hasn’t played this kids game?  We saw a tatting version 
on a video of an IOLI Convention event and just had to incorporate it into our
Tatting Olympics!!  We hope you had as much fun with it as we did.  We like 
to somehow work our theme into the Tatting Olympics.  This year we  made 
basket shaped tatting shuttles and challenged everyone to tat a simple pattern 
using a weird looking shuttle.  Our last “event” wasn’t an event but a design 
exercise.  Using a deck of cards as “instructions” what tatting pattern can you 
create from a “5 Card Draw”?  We have very talented tatters!!

Winners of our Tatting Olympics

Simon Says (3 way tie)
• 1st Place – Joan Thomas
• 1st Place – Brigitte Nettles
• 1st Place – Irene Morgan

Tatting with a Basket Shuttle (2 way tie)
• 1st Place – Irene Morgan
• 1st Place – Joan Thomas



Theme & Challenge Contests 
Once again we had 2 contests – the Theme contest (Baskets) and the Challenge contest (RicRac).  It’s 
always fun to see the totally unique ways in which different lacemakers interpret the contests!

Basket Theme Contest Winners

1st Place – Joan Thomas               2nd Place – Brigitte Nettles               3rd Place – Paula Barnes

RicRac Challenge Contest Winners

1st Place – Sue Welch         2nd Place – Dorothy Ratliff               3rd Place – Barbara Poynter
                                                                                                             Tie With Joan Thomas

Benefits of LMGO Membership
For only $20 a year you can join us for:

• Weekly gatherings — Tuesday nights for Make Lace Night

6:30 – 8 pm for classes, crafting, visiting

• Monthly meetings  — 1st Saturday of each month – 9 am (usually) for classes, projects, visiting; 1 pm
business meeting

• Hosting Lace Embrace each October

• Demos at the fair, antique show, area museums, Maker Faire, etc

• Monthly newsletter with Guild info, pictures and patterns.



Final Remarks about Lace Embrace 2021
A lovely sunrise began the day that quickly turned overcast and rain began about 9am – just in time for 
our guests to arrive!  But nothing dampened the spirits of the guild members and guests who gathered for 
Lace Embrace 2021.  There was a “festive” atmosphere throughout Fellowship Hall.  People were happy 
to be out and about and making lace!  Unfortunately, some people were still a bit wary of attending public
events and our numbers were down from previous years.  Hopefully life will be more normal next year.

Vendors are always a favorite feature of Lace Embrace and we were grateful that Fiber Expressions, 
Noble County Threads, and Dogwood Lacers were there in person.  Joan arranged for Supernaw Bead 
store in Skiatook to be an online vendor for us.  They waived all shipping fees and Joan delivered the 
purchases to Lace Embrace.  We also had a shop in a box from Provo Lace; and we had a table with extra 
lace supplies.  We know vendors are a big part of Lace Embrace and we are continuing to explore ways of
getting more vendors for Lace Embrace.

Our prize drawing tables were especially overflowing this year since we had an accumulation of donated 
items from last year as well as this year!  This year we also had something special:  Elaine Proctor 
donated 2 dolls with display cases.  We held a special silent auction to allow more people an opportunity 
to win the dolls.

Lunch was well received.  We served Cranberry Pecan Chicken Salad, petite croissants, fruit salad, 
individual bags of chips, bottle of water and homemade cookies.  The recipe for the cookie is in this 
newsletter!

Once again we opened the “Craft Adoption Center” (Freebies!!).  By the end of the day almost all the 
freebies had found new homes.  Just because a craft item did not meet our needs does not mean someone 
else won’t find it quite useful!  It’s nice to “recycle” our gently used craft items!

We had plenty of room set up for displays.  We had looked forward to seeing everyone’s special baskets, 
but unfortunately there was a communication glitch and only a few people realized we wanted everyone 
to bring special baskets.  However, we had some outstanding lace displayed!  Lacemakers truly are 
creative and talented people!

We set aside extra room for lace demonstrations and the space was well used!  We had several guests who 
were quite interested in watching our lacemakers!!

Lace Embrace 2019 was our 25th Lace Embrace.  We had a great 25th celebration and we were looking 
forward to the next 25 years.  Then we had to cancel Lace Embrace 2020.  The cancellation took some of 
the “wind out of our sails”.  Preparing for Lace Embrace 2021 was a bit surreal.  So many of the plans for 
this year were actually made last year before we had to cancel Lace Embrace.  Seeing all our plans 
actually come to life made this years event a bit like a long awaited and eagerly anticipated dream come 
true.  Thanks to everyone who came to Lace Embrace 2021!  

See you next year for  Lace Embrace 2022:  Musical Threads



Sneak peak at Lace Embrace 2022:  Musical Threads
While many of our plans for Lace Embrace 2022 are still “on the drawing board”, we do have a few 
details finalized.  

Contests
We will once again have 2 contests!  It’s never too early to begin working on contest pieces for next year!

Theme:  Music!
How can you incorporate music into your lacemaking -  Musical notes, instruments, a lace interpretation 
of a favorite song, how about a lace illustration of a favorite type of music (jazz, rock, classical, etc).  
We’re looking forward to seeing your “marriage” of lacemaking and music!

Challenge:  CD!?!
If you were at Lace Embrace, you found an old CD in your goodie bag.  That’s the challenge item for 
2022!  Make a unique piece of lace using a CD.  You can use it whole, or break it up, cover it, hang it, 
paint it, etc!  Anything goes as long as it has lace on it somewhere!  Let your imagination go wild!!

Can You Help Us?
Sadly, over the last couple of years we have lost a few members, and quite frankly, those of us left aren’t 
getting any younger!  We would like to invite members of other guilds to help us with Lace Embrace.  
Putting on Lace Embrace 2021 stretched our membership quite a bit.  We feel it could have been a more 
enjoyable experience for everyone (guests as well as our own members) if we had had additional help.  
Many of you have offered to help us in the past.  So, we would like to turn Lace Embrace into a multi 
guild event!  We think it would be wonderful to have multiple guilds listed as “hosting” Lace Embrace!  
The old saying “many hands make light work” really is true.  

We understand not every aspect of Lace Embrace is do-able long distance.  But areas we would love to 
have your help with include (but are not limited to):

Photographer – it would be wonderful to have a person designated an official photographer!  We would 
be sure to get all the photos we need to accurately document each Lace Embrace in pictures!

Program – With all the talented lacemakers we see every year at Lace Embrace, there must be some 
awesome programs hiding in each of your guilds!  Please consider sharing them at Lace Embrace!

Class teachers – We really would appreciate having more class teachers.  It’s hard to try to teach a class 
when you are also concerned about other parts of Lace Embrace.  Besides – everyone is really good at 
different parts of lacemaking!  We’d love to expand our knowledge of lacemaking with classes from some
of you!!

Special technique demonstrations – Some lacemaking techniques are best done as a demo and not a class. 
We have discovered it is too hard to have a “real” bobbin lace class in the limited time we have available, 
and now have “demos” instead of “classes”.  Perhaps some of you would be comfortable demonstrating a 
lacemaking technique instead of teaching a class.  That would be wonderful!!

Goodie bag items – of course!!

At our April 9th meeting we will be finalizing our plans for Lace Embrace 2022.  We hope to hear from 
you by then with your willingness to help make Lace Embrace 2022 the 1st joint guild hosted Lace 
Embrace and best one ever!



Cake Mix Cookies (highly adaptable!)
Cake Mix (any flavor)
4 serving size Instant Pudding (flavor to coordinate with cake mix)
2 eggs
3/4c cooking oil
1/4c water
1 – 2 pkg (2 – 4c) flavored “bits” (chocolate chips, coconut, nuts, Heath toffee bits, vanilla chips, etc.  
Mix and match to suit the flavor of the cookies)

In mixing bowl mix together eggs, oil and water.
Add cake mix and pudding.  Stir well.  (I don’t bother getting out an electric mixer.  I stir it up by hand).
Stir in “chips”
Spread in a greased jelly roll pan and bake 350 degrees for 20 minutes. Depending on the brand of cake 
mix it might take an additional minute or two.

The cookies served at Lace Embrace were: choc cake mix, choc pudding, choc chips
lemon cake, lemon pudding, vanilla chips
spice cake, butterscotch pudding, Heath toffee bits

Lace Embrace 2021


